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Abstract. Human behaviour consists of more than simple, conditioned
responses to stimuli in the environment. Actions are influenced by in-
tentions because plans are consciously formulated to reach certain goals.
Each stimulus may also be associated with more than one plan or goal.
I am developing a neural network model of how plans compete in the
brain to influence behaviour.
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1 Introduction

In the human brain, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is believed to be an impor-
tant component of cognitive control [1], cases where behaviour is guided by in-
tentions or conscious goals. According to this theory, the PFC is used to respond
to stimuli in a task-relevant manner, potentially overriding habitual tendencies
in order to choose a response that better achieves the current cognitive goal.

For example, a healthy adult human can quite easily learn to hit a sequence
of keys, “A-B-C-D”, whenever a light is turned on. Such behaviour can become
so practised that it requires little or no conscious thought. However, say the
instructions evolved and an alternate sequence of keys, “E-F-G-H” was required
if the light was flashing. A conscious intention, or cognitive plan, must overcome
the habitual response, “A-B-C-D”, in the exception cases.

There is evidence that switching plans in such a way is more difficult for
patients with damage to the frontal part of the brain [2]. Thus, it is theorized
that the PFC maintains an active representation of the current cognitive goal
and uses that plan to influence behaviour [3].

2 Background and Project Goals

This plan competition model is one part of the thesis for a Master’s degree in
Cognitive Science. The full scope of my research is an investigation into language
acquisition in infants. In short, my proposal is that an infant must switch from
an action-observation plan to a learning “plan” in the appropriate situations.



The plan competition is one small, yet vital, component of a larger computa-
tional network that will model situations where an infant learns the meaning
of new words. There is no space here to elaborate on matters of linguistics or
developmental psychology, so this paper will focus on the project to model plan
competition.

The goal of this subproject is to create a neural network to model an element
of the PFC that controls competition between cognitive plans. This type of
stimulus-response control is very important because more than one plan–and
hence, more than one response–can be associated with a given stimulus.

For example, when you see your computer, you can check your email or
you can play a game. Both might involve grabbing the mouse as the first step
in the plan, but the sequence of behaviour eventually diverges. The choice of
which action to take is clearly not an automatic process, or the uncontrolled
response would never change (e.g., always check email and never do anything
else.) Similarly, a human with a fully-functional PFC must be able to actually
make a decision to avoid being frozen into inaction when confronted with the
computer as a stimulus.

The Plan Competition Network being developed is based on a combination of
pre-existing neural network principles. Implementation decisions were motivated
by behavioural and neurological evidence in the literature. A brief summary of
the research that shaped the model is presented below.

2.1 Models of Serial Behaviour

Contention scheduling is a term used to refer to “routine selection between
routine actions” [4]. Contention scheduling networks have been used to model
serially-ordered behaviour. One model of contention scheduling, which Houghton
and Hartley dubbed competitive queuing, appears in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. A ‘competitive queuing’ model that demonstrates contention scheduling [5].
Arrow-headed connections are excitatory; other connections are inhibitory.



In the model shown, the presentation layer represents the action schemata,
consisting of tasks to be completed serially. The competition layer acts as a com-
petitive filter. The lateral inhibition in the lower layer enforces a ‘winner-take-all’
decision, with one neuron becoming activated while simultaneously inhibiting its
competitors. Finally, this selected response will inhibit itself through the connec-
tions back to the presentation layer. Thus, if a gradient of activation is provided
as input, the strongest response will be chosen. But, after that response inhibits
itself, the next strongest will rise to the top, and so on.

This sort of competitive queuing model is useful for simulating the execution
order of short, ballistic actions such as typing [5]; there is good neurological evi-
dence [6] that it is an accurate representation of what occurs in the monkey PFC
during fast drawing of geometric shapes. Such models are too simple, however,
to represent action sequences that occur over long or unpredictable courses of
time. Also, the discrete units in the competition layer can only represent isolated
actions and not multi-step, alternative sequences or plans.

2.2 Hopfield Model

The Hopfield Net [7] is a well-established neural network model of associative
memory. The basic Hopfield Net consists of fully-connected neurons, with no
neuron connected back to itself. All connections are two-way and the weight
for each connection is symmetric. Connection weights begin at zero, and will
fluctuate in strength as the network learns. Connections will be either excitatory
or inhibitory, depending on the whether the weight is positive or negative; it is
possible for a weight to change sign multiple times during training. Figure 2
shows an example of a small Hopfield Net.

Fig. 2. Hopfield Net [7]. All connections are shown as excitatory for the purposes of
illustration, but may become inhibitory during training.

Each node has an external input. During training, this input value is fed
into an activation function which is used to set the output value of the node;



connection weights are adjusted accordingly. During testing, each output is ‘soft-
clamped’, or initialized, to the value of its external input. All nodes are then
settled, asynchronously and in random order, until the output of each node
reflects the activated value of the sum of its inputs.

The network becomes, essentially, a pattern completer; it is attracted to, and
tends to converge on, a stable state that consists of a group of associated neurons
from the training data. For example, say the 4-node network in the diagram was
trained to two patterns: [node0 node1] and [node2 node3]. After training, if the
external input for node0 was activated in isolation, then the network would settle
into the completed pattern: [node0 node1].

2.3 Backward Inhibition

One valuable concept to borrow from competitive queuing is the idea of inhibition
back to the presentation layer. There must be a mechanism for clearing the
last plan from memory. The phenomenon of self-inhibition in visual attention is
well-established [8]; it takes a person longer to look back to a location recently
attended to.

There is also evidence of similar inhibition in task-switching, meaning the
act of shifting back to a recently abandoned plan also suffers from increased
reaction times. There is behavioural evidence [2] of this backward inhibition,
and neurological evidence [9] suggests it involves activity in the PFC. The ‘switch
costs’ required to move between cognitive task sets have even been modelled
computationally [10].

3 The Plan Competition Model

I have developed a multi-layer neural network to model plan competition in
the PFC. The model consists of a Plan Presentation Layer, a Plan Competition
Layer, and a Plan Termination Gate. Each of these elements is briefly described
below. Figure 3 shows a simplified version, using a reduced number of nodes.

3.1 Design

The Plan Competition Layer is a Hopfield Net, trained to attract to a stable state
of associated neurons that represent the winning plan. It is connected to another
layer that simulates possible plans, based on current stimuli. Each neuron in
this Plan Presentation Layer has a strong forward connection to a neuron in
the competition layer, acting as the external input would in a standard Hopfield
Net.

This model evolves the backward inhibition property of contention schedul-
ing. Each competition neuron also has an inhibitory connection back to the pre-
sentation neuron that is providing it with input. These backward connections
are gated by the Plan Termination Gate, meaning it controls the inhibition and
only ‘turns it on’ under certain circumstances. (There is neurobiological evidence
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Fig. 3. A simplified representation of the Plan Competition Network. Black connections
are of fixed weight, while grey connections vary in strength. The dotted line represents
a gate on the inhibitory connections.

for gating systems in the PFC [3].) It is hypothesized that this gating is used
to terminate the current plan and make way for subsequent plans. The simplest
reason the current plan could be terminated is because it has been successfully
completed. However, there also needs to be cognitive ‘escape plan’ in case the
current goal is unachievable or abandoned for other reasons.

The Plan Competition Network is very similar to the competitive queuing
models presented above. One main difference is that the competition layer, rep-
resented here by the Hopfield Net, is not one of simple lateral inhibition with
an individual neuron ‘winning’ over all competitors. Rather, it is a ‘winning-
assembly-takes-all’ system, in which a group of associated neurons will become
active and inhibit their competitors. In that sense, this network has more in
common with later models of contention scheduling that predict the selection of
competing action schemata [11].

The other main difference is that the return inhibition to the presentation
layer is gated, allowing the plan (i.e., the input) to remain in active memory until
the sequence has been completed. A simple, time-delayed backward inhibition is
insufficient because of the variability in the amount of time it takes to complete
a plan.

3.2 Training Parameters

During training, a pattern is presented at the external inputs and propagated
forward from the presentation layer to the competition layer. Because all of the
flexible connections are symmetric, learning is performed on a by-connection
basis, according to the following formula:



∆wij = εy′
iy

′
jλ . (1)

The change in weight, w, for the connection between neuron i and neuron j
is proportional to the product of the training output (see below), y′

n, of each
neuron. Here, ε represents the learning constant which Hopfield [7] set to 1

N ,
where N is the total number of neurons. And, λ is a modification of Oja’s
Rule [12], which keeps the weights from growing to infinite magnitude. In this
case, λ is the difference between 1 and the absolute value of the weight’s current
strength. The net effect is to make the values asymptotic as they approach unit
magnitude.

Substituting the expanded terms into 1 yields the following full equation:

∆wij =
xixj(1 − |w|)

N
. (2)

A scaled training output is used so that neurons that are off at the same
time will be associated by having their mutual connections strengthened. The
training output is related to the neuron output, yn, by the following formula:

y′
n = 2yn − 1 . (3)

Thus, for neurons with discrete activation, the training output 3 is simply:

y′
n =

{
1 if yn == 1
-1 otherwise . (4)

Experiments to date have been performed using various sizes of training data,
as well as smaller values of the learning parameter, ε. It is not yet known if these
equations will require modification under a network where the neurons have a
continuous activation function.

3.3 Results

The ideal network will have at least the following characteristics, after training:

1. If there is no input, no neurons will be activated. This case represents a ‘no
current plan’ situation.

2. If the current input matches a plan exactly, that plan will win the competi-
tion. In the competition layer, the associated neurons will be activated and
all others will be off.

3. If the current input is the subset of a plan, the full plan will be activated.
4. If the current input presents multiple plans at equal strength, one of the

plans will win.
5. If multiple plans are presented as an input gradient, the strongest plan will

win.
6. After gating, the last winning plan will be deactivated.
7. If multiple plans are presented and the inhibition is gated, the next strongest

plan will take over.



The first three goals have already been achieved, as have the last two. For
multiple plan situations, the network is currently unpredictable. Most of the
time, one plan will win. However, because settling occurs asynchronously in a
random order, occasionally a mixture of the two plans will result. The greater
the difference in the relative strengths of the two plans, the more likely a clear
winner will be chosen. Further research should serve to optimize the behaviour
of the Plan Competition network in multiple plan cases.

Initial research consisted of neurons with a discrete, step-based activation
function. All neurons in the network are currently moving to a continuous ac-
tivation function. Further experimentation is planned to determine the most
appropriate function.

4 Future Work

There are a few future steps to be taken, in addition to those already mentioned.
Different approaches [13–15] are currently being investigated to improve the
performance and neurological plausibility of the Hopfield layer of the network.

Another layer will be added to the network to represent stimulus-response
interaction with the surrounding environment. The goal will be to train the net-
work to gate the inhibition at appropriate times. Thus, clearing the current plan
from the PFC will become learned behaviour. Eventually, the Plan Competition
Network will be integrated with a word-learning module in order to achieve the
full goals of the thesis.
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